Quick Guide to
To Access Visit: http://bit.ly/1saoLuN

Use this drop down menu to change how
much information you can see at once about
an item




Use the UMLinks button to
search the UMass World Cat
Catalog for this item.

Standard view (shown here)
Author, Title, Source
One line (Cite view)
Appears as if in a bibliography
Full View
Shows all available fields for an item

Just want to browse
subject areas for potential resources? Start
with the folders over
here. Don’t forget to
look in the “Not in a
folder”! Items may
have been recently
added!

Many items are held by Umass in
some way


In the CESL office



Accessible by database the
library subscribes to



Online content accessible by
anyone

Know the author of key
words of the item you are
looking for? Type them
here to search

To determine how best to access
an item, use the following flow
chart

When looking at full
view– does the item
have a direct link to the
item in a “links” field, or
an Attachment?- If so,
Than was easy!

Is the item in a folder labeled
“readings in Filing Cabinet” or
“Books in the CESL Office”
These items can be found on
the common drive or on the
bookshelf in the in the office

Click on the UMLinks
Button
From there, access to a
database containing the
item, or the stacks holding
of the item can be found

If not available in the library catalogue click
the google scholar web search option, often
this will return an organization that has
posted a copy of an item. If the item still
cannot be found , ask in the CESL office for
some online sleuthing assistance!

If an item does not have a link
but is listed with a source of
Worldcat– add the ID number–
found in the notes line– after
the last backslash of the following URL: http://
umass.worldcat.org/oclo/{ID}

This item can be
retrieved from a
UMass Database

This is an example of
Full view– In this view
there are many ways to
retrieve an item

This is an example of
One line/Cite view– a
quick way to browse an
entire list

Download from here!

If an item cannot be
retrieved from the
library, it is likely that
it can be found on
Google scholar

If an item ahs an
attachment, You
will see this icon

